AlfaPro Flower industry

ALFAPRO SOFTWARE:
MAXIMUM INSIGHT
SOFTWARE FOR WHOLESALERS, IMPORTERS, EXPORTERS,
CASH & CARRY OUTLETS, AGENTS AND DISTRIBUTORS
AlfaPro provides IT solutions that fit your business needs like a glove. These solutions are in tune
with the size and nature of your business, but still give you the flexibility to expand if need be:
it’s all part of our daily work. Our solutions are affordable and customised to the needs of
businesses in the flower trade, with links to everything and everyone, from growers or producers
to auctions, buyers and wholesalers. Not only that: we provide maximum insight when it comes to
exchanging information with your own admin, webshop, mobile sales, etc.
AlfaPro is the heartbeat of your business!￼
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AlfaPro Flower industry

When it comes to exporters, distributors, cash & carry outlets, agents, importers, and suppliers to supermarkets and filling
stations – in fact, just about any business involved in the flower trade - AlfaPro is the software par excellence. Not only is
it extremely practical and easy to use, it’s also available whenever and wherever you want: on your PC, as part of an
office network, on the laptop at the auction, or on your hand-held terminal where you can register your sales to
customers, either in the showroom or on the road. Using the latest internet technology, it’s also possible to link up to
several branches so that information can be exchanged straightaway.
SIGNIFICANT TIME-SAVINGS
AlfaPro is fully geared up to your everyday working practices. Never before has one industry-specific system offered so
much functionality. In an instant, it’s possible to register your purchases and sales, to control your stock management, to
organise your invoicing, to enter the correct data in your bookkeeping system and to get all the management information
you need. It leads to significant time-savings. Additionally, you minimise the risk of serious errors by entering the data
once only or by scanning barcodes. What’s more - and maybe just as importantly - AlfaPro can also be linked up to stocks
held by fellow wholesalers (virtual marketplace), to auctions, the CBS, etc.
MODULAR STRUCTURE
AlfaPro has a modular structure, which means that you can choose exactly what you want to automate. If you’d like to add
extra applications at a later stage, AlfaPro allows you to expand the package of functionalities. To this end, AlfaPro has
dozens of specialist modules, which means your system can always be customised to your requirements. If your business
expands, AlfaPro can expand with it. You will never again need to buy a completely new package.
A SINGLE SYSTEM TO SUIT ALL NEEDS
AlfaPro provides IT solutions for small-, medium- and large-sized enterprises in the flower trade. A single stable system
fully geared up to all the needs of your business, designed by experts with roots in your own industry. And it’s not without
its admirers: more than 750 companies are already using AlfaPro to their complete satisfaction, giving them maximum
insights every day.
ALWAYS UP-TO-DATE
AlfaPro is an ALFA PRO IT product. The system is extremely
reliable with nothing left to chance. In fact, should new
regulations come into force or the needs of users change,
we can make updates available almost immediately.
In this way, AlfaPro is always up-to-date.

MORE INFORMATION
Go to www.alfapro.com for a more complete introduction to our products and services.
There, you can complete a reply form to make an appointment with one of our specialists.
Of course, you can also call us direct on +31 71 402 11 91.
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